
Contests 

1. Innovative optometric instruments 

‘Necessity has always been the mother of invention’. Who else is in better need than an 

optometrist to find diagnostic solutions for the complex ocular problems ahead of us? The dire 

need for innovative, cost effective instruments is ever increasing. Join us to showcase your ability 

in this path. Submit your proposals! 

 

Guidelines: 

Write a brief proposal on the following format and submit in 300 words  

Purpose, Principle, Concept and Design. 

1)  The proposal can depict instruments either as models or in computerized format 

2)  It can also be an improvisation of already existing instruments serving the same purpose. 

3) Please mention the Innovation in your model (could be its ease of use, reduced cost etc. ) and 

Feasibility separately 

 

Eligibility: 

All registered participants are eligible. 

Submissions should reach on or before July 10th 2016 12.00 noon to 

competitionsdrevm@gmail.com with the subject name "Innovative Optometric Instruments 

EVM 2016" 
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2. Video contest  

  As primary eye care practitioners, optometrists actively involve themselves in creating 

awareness among the public about preventable and avoidable blindness. Let this video contest help 

to create awareness and education among public.  

 
Guidelines: 

Time duration should be 2 minutes or less.  

1) Format :  Mp4  

2) The video should be related to awareness on Optometry or common ocular diseases. It should 

not promote any product. 

3) The video should be original and should not infringe any copyright or any other rights 

 

Eligibility: 

All registered participants are eligible. 

Submissions should reach on or before July 10th 2016 12.00 Noon to 

competitionsdrevm@gmail.com with the subject name "Video contest EVM 2016" 
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3. Optometry Quiz 

  ‘Learning never ends’ and Quiz is ever thrilling and common in all optometry 

conferences. This year, we bring on to you the ESO’s special optometry quiz. We are sure this 

would trigger very one of you to explore new arenas of optometry. Come, be a part of it! 

Eligibility: 

1) Only undergraduate students are eligible.  

2) The quiz will be conducted on the second day of the conference [August 7, 2016]  

3) Please register to mail id competitionsdrevm@gmail.com on or before July 10, 2016 -12.00 

noon.  

4) Two participants from an institution are eligible to register. Candidates must submit bonafide 

certificates as a scanned attachment. 
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